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Abstract
Data sources such as simulations, sensor networks across many application domains
generate large volumes of time-series data which exhibit characteristics that evolve
over time. Visual data analysis methods can help us in exploring and understanding
the underlying patterns present in time-series data but, due to their ever increasing
size, the visual data analysis process can become complex. Large data sets can
be handled using data abstraction techniques by transforming the raw data into
a simpler format while, at the same time, preserving significant features that are
important for the user. When dealing with time-series data, abstraction techniques
should also take into account the underlying temporal characteristics.
This thesis focuses on different data abstraction and pattern identification methods
particularly in the cases of large 1D time-series and 2D spatio-temporal time-series
data which exhibit spatio-temporal discontinuity. Based on the dimensionality and
characteristics of the data, this thesis proposes a variety of efficient data-adaptive
and user-controlled data abstraction methods that transform the raw data into a
symbol sequence. The transformation of raw time-series into a symbol sequence
can act as input to different sequence analysis methods from data mining and
machine learning communities to identify interesting patterns of user behaviour.
In the case of very long duration 1D time-series, locally adaptive and user-controlled
data approximation methods were presented to simplify the data, while at the
same time retaining the perceptually important features. The simplified data were
converted into a symbol sequence and a sketch-based pattern identification was
then used to identify patterns in the symbolic data using regular expression based
pattern matching. The method was applied to financial time-series and patterns
such as head-and-shoulders, double and triple-top patterns were identified using
hand drawn sketches in an interactive manner. Through data smoothing, the data
approximation step also enables visualization of inherent patterns in the time-series
representation while at the same time retaining perceptually important points.
Very long duration 2D spatio-temporal eye tracking data sets that exhibit spatio-
temporal discontinuity were transformed into symbolic data using scalable clustering
and hierarchical cluster merging processes, each of which can be parallelized. The
raw data is transformed into a symbol sequence with each symbol representing
a region of interest in the eye gaze data. The identified regions of interest can
also be displayed in a Space-Time Cube (STC) that captures both the temporal
and contextual information. Through interactive filtering, zooming and geometric
transformation, the STC representation along with linked-views enables interactive
data exploration. Using different sequence analysis methods, the symbol sequences
are analyzed further to identify temporal patterns in the data set. Data collected
from air traffic control officers from the domain of Air traffic control were used as
application examples to demonstrate the results.
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Populärvetenskaplig
Sammanfattning

Datakällor som simuleringar och sensornätverk i många olika applikationsområ-
den genererar stora volymer av tidsseriedata vilkas egenskaper och karaktäristik
utvecklas över tid. Visuella dataanalysmetoder kan underlätta i utforskandet och
förståelsen av underliggande relationer och mönster som finns i tidsseriedata, men
på grund av dess ständigt ökande storlek blir den visuella dataanalysprocessen
komplex. Stora datamängder kan hanteras genom dataabstraktionstekniker som om-
vandlar rådata till enklare format samtidigt som signifikanta särdrag som är viktiga
för användaren bevaras. När tidsseriedata hanteras bör dataabstraktionsmetoder
också ta hänsyn till underliggande temporala egenskaperna.
Denna avhandling fokuserar på olika dataabstraktions- och mönsterigenkänningsme-
toder, särskilt i fall med stora endimensionella (1D) tidsseriedata och tvådimen-
sionella (2D) spatiotemporala tidsseriedata som uppvisar spatiotemporal diskonti-
nuitet (som exempelvis ögonspårning (eye-tracking)). Denna avhandling föreslår,
baserat på dimensionaliteten och egenskaperna hos tidsseriedata, en uppsättning
olika dataabstraktionsmetoder för att omvandla rådata till en symbolsekvens. Om-
vandlingen av tidsserierådata till en symbolsekvens kan fungera som inmatning
till olika sekvensanalysmetoder från olika fält som datasökning (data mining)
och maskininlärning (machine learning) för att påvisa intressanta mönster av
användarbeteende.
I fallet med väldigt långa endimensionella tidsseriedata har lokalt anpassade och
användarkontrollerade metoder för uppskattning av data använts för att förenkla
tidsseriedata samtidigt som perceptuellt viktiga särdrag bibehållits. Denna fören-
klade data kan sedan konverteras till en symbolsekvens, och en skissbaserad mön-
sterigenkänning har sedan använts för att identifiera mönster i symboldata genom
mönstermatchning med reguljära uttryck. Viktiga mönster från den finansiella
domänen, som skuldra-huvudformationer samt dubbel- och trippeltoppmönster,
identifierades med hjälp av handritade skisser på ett interaktivt sätt.
Väldigt långa tvådimensionella spatiotemporala ögonspårningsdata som uppvisar
spatiotemporal diskontinuitet omvandlades till symboldata genom skalbar klus-
trering och hierarkiska klusterfusionsprocesser, som var och en kan parallelliseras.
Rådata omvandlas till en symbolsekvens där varje symbol representerar ett område
av intresse i ögonspårningsdata. De identifierade områdena av intresse kan också
visas i en rums-tid-kub som fångar både temporal och kontextuell information.
Genom olika sekvensanalysmetoder analyserades symbolsekvenserna ytterligare för
att identifiera temporala mönster i datamängden. Data insamlad från flygtrafik-
ledare i flygledningsområdet användes som applikationsexempel för att demonstrera
resultatet.
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1
Introduction

Many application domains generate time-series data sets that are collected across
longer time intervals. Visual analysis techniques can aid the process of gaining
insights from these data sets and can augment the decision making process of the
domain experts. But very large time-series data sets make the visual data analysis
process quite complex. Since there is a temporal evolution of the characteristics
of the data collected over time, different processing techniques are required for
identifying the temporal patterns. This thesis focuses on different techniques for
data adaptive and user-controlled data simplification and pattern identification in
case of long duration time-series data sets.

1.1 Background
In the work of Aigner et. al [3], the authors highlight the importance of making
the distinction between the physical dimension of time and the notion of time in
information systems. In the latter case the goal is not just to imitate the physical
notion of time but to provide tools and techniques through which the underlying
patterns in the data and their temporal evolution can be analysed and represented
in an intuitive manner through data analysis and visualization.
Whether it is a univariate or multivariate time-series data set, there is a change or
evolution in the characteristics of the data such as repeating patterns or anomalies.
Hence any analysis method on time-series data should take these characteristics into
account because time is not just a numerical parameter among other dimensions of
the data [3].
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While there are many approaches to represent time in information systems, the
choice of a particular representation is mainly data and application dependent.
Different data characteristics such as abstract or spatial information influence
the choice of appropriate visual representations for time-series data. With the
increase in the size of the data sets, visualization of the entire raw data becomes
complex and hence different data abstraction techniques are required to improve
efficiency [1].
In case of very large multi-dimensional time-series data sets with large number of
variables, visualization of raw data using techniques such as scatter plots will be
difficult and hence reducing the data to lower dimensions such as 2D or 3D is one
common method available for visualization.
The focus of this thesis is on data analysis and visualization of long duration
time-series data, particularly the case of 1D time-series data sets and 2D time-series
data sets where spatio-temporal continuity is not guaranteed to exist over time.
With the ever increasing size of time-series data, the process of data analysis and
visualization becomes quite complex. Hence this thesis investigates,

1. Data adaptive simplification of long duration time-series data using symbolic
approximation.

2. Pattern identification in sequential symbolic data using techniques developed
for sequence analysis.

1.2 Long duration time-series data sets
Some of the examples of long duration time-series data that span multiple time
steps and multiple dimensions include, 1D time-series - such as data from sensors,
financial domain, simulations, 2D time-series - data such as geographic movement,
eye gaze data collected from hours of eye tracking experiments, high-dimensional
time-series - data such as activation vectors in the hidden layer of a neural network
that changes over multiple epochs.
In the case of 1D and 2D time-series data sets, the accumulation of data over
time can lead to challenges in visualization due to visual clutter and the data
analysis process can introduce additional computational complexities. One of the
important characteristics of spatio-temporal data is its spatio-temporal continuity
over space and time which needs to be taken into account while devising algorithms
for data analysis and visualization. For example, object movements such as traffic
trajectories exhibit continuity in space and time while in case of eye movement
data, there are quick transitions of eye gaze movements to different parts of a
scene. Hence, data adaptive algorithms are necessary to understand the temporal
evolution of patterns in the data.
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Dimensionality reduction is a common tool to visualize high-dimensional data
sets where the data samples from higher dimensions are projected into visually
perceivable 2D or 3D representations. In case of high-dimensional time-series data,
if a dimensionality reduction algorithm is applied independently for each time step,
the resulting low dimensional visualization in each time step may not capture the
temporal trend in the data leading to temporal incoherence. Hence temporally
coherent data visualization methods such as Rauber et. al [100], Jäckle et. al [52]
should be taken into account for visual analysis of high-dimensional time-series
data.

1.3 Data analysis and visualization

Automated data analysis methods can enable identification of patterns over time
such as repeating trends, anomalies, location of specific patterns. Pattern recogni-
tion algorithms for time-series data sets can be classified into supervised learning
methods such as classification, unsupervised learning methods such as clustering
and semi-supervised learning methods such as semi-supervised classification, outlier
detection. Lin et. al [78] provides a brief discussion of different pattern recognition
and data mining techniques for univariate and multivariate time-series data sets. In
order to explore the characteristics of time-series data sets, interactive visual data
mining approaches combined with automated methods can enable user-centered
exploration of data based on the requirements that are significant for the user [117].
Hence, the choice of a particular data analysis method depends on the charac-
teristics of the data and the different tasks that will be performed by a domain
user.

The characteristics of the time-series data such as abstract or spatial, dictate
the choice of visual representations to be used for visualization. For example,
if there is a spatial context associated with time-series data, a space time cube
representation could be a candidate for visualization. Based on the nature of user
tasks or interaction options, other suitable representations may be necessary even
in the case of spatial or abstract time-series data sets. Aigner et. al [3] list three
basic questions when choosing a visual representation for time-series data.

1. Data level: What is presented? Different characteristics of data such as quantita-
tive, qualitative, abstract, spatial, event-based, univariate, multivariate dictate
the nature of the visual representation.

2. Task level: Why is it presented? Different tasks carried out by the users such as
identification and location of temporal patterns, their sequence of occurrence,
presence or absence of any anomalies guides us in determining a suitable visual
representation.
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3. Presentation level: How is it presented? How do we map time - static or
dynamic representations and what factors need to be considered in choosing the
dimensionality of the presentation space. An interesting question to answer is
whether to use 2D or 3D visual representations [2, 19, 109]. According to Aigner
et. al [3] factors such as the analytical goals to be achieved, the application
background and user preferences need to be taken into account while choosing
between 2D and 3D representations. Limiting factors such as occlusions in
3D visualization can be overcome through additional visual cues, intuitive 3D
interaction techniques and options for data filtering [32].

1.4 Research challenges
Very large time-series data sets introduce complexities such as visual clutter, pro-
cessing time, storage for interactive visual data analysis and exploration. Interactive
visual exploration plays a prominent role in analyzing complex data sets because
it involves the human in the loop where users perform a hands-on exploration
of the data and search for information of interest. With the increasing size of
the data, interactive visual exploration becomes difficult. Visualization of 1D
time-series graphs and 2D spatio-temporal data sets often become cluttered due to
data generated across multiple time steps. Hence the visual identification of inter-
esting short sequences of samples can be very difficult. Data simplification is often
necessary for reducing the visual and computational complexity of the time-series
data. Researchers have developed a variety of data abstraction approaches that
can represent the actual data with a simplified representation while at the same
time retaining the essential characteristics of the original data. Since searching for
interesting patterns in large time-series data sets can become a computationally
heavy problem, different scalable algorithms that are computationally efficient to
the increasing volumes of data sets are explored by different methods. Hence the
following research goals are laid out in this thesis,

1. Simplification of raw data by transforming the raw data samples into a simple
format while at the same time preserving significant features that are important
for the user.

2. Sequence analysis of simplified data to identify patterns of interest for a user.

3. Efficient data processing algorithms to improve the computational complexity
when dealing with very large time-series data sets.

1.5 Thesis overview
This thesis is divided into three parts 1: Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the visual analysis
challenges in working with large data sets and the related work, 2: Chapters 4 and
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5 summarize the aim, method description, results and conclusion of the included
publications, and 3: the included publications.
Chapter 2 describes the challenges such as visual effectiveness and computational
efficiency that need to be addressed when dealing with large time-series data sets.
Specifically, the need for data abstraction and simplification techniques that can
convert raw data into simplified representation which can be used as input to
sequence analysis methods are discussed.
Chapter 3 summarizes the related work specifically in the case of symbolic
approximation and sequence analysis in case of long 1D time-series data and
long duration 2D spatio-temporal eye tracking data sets. Data simplification into
symbolic approximation enables the use of different sequence analysis approaches
such as grammar based analysis for pattern identification, Hidden Markov Models
and Sequence mining.
Chapter 4 presents the contribution of this thesis. For every included publication
in the thesis, an overview of the aim, methods and results is provided.
Chapter 5 provides a description concerning the nature of very large time-series
data sets and how the included publications address the challenges that were
outlined in the earlier Chapters 2 and 3. Also, the chapter proposes possible
directions for future work.
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Visual analysis challenges

Visualization of the entire raw time-series data is usually not feasible and rarely
reveals any further insights for the domain user. Large time-series data sets can
also hinder the effectiveness of exploratory data analysis [9] and user interaction
where the advantage of having the domain user in the loop suffers a setback.
The well-known information seeking mantra introduced by Ben Shneiderman in
2003 [109] defines exploratory data analysis as a three step process — ‘overview
first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand’. In order to deal with complexity
of large volumes of data, a scalable visual analysis mantra was later proposed by
Keim et.al [58] — ‘analyse first - show the important - zoom, filter and analyse
further - details on demand’. Hence, in order to deal with large volumes of data,
data analysis methods can be used as a first step to simplify the data by grouping
related data items, identify interesting parts of data for further investigation by an
analyst or perform detailed analysis using drill down operations.
According to Guo et.al [42] visual analysis techniques face two kinds of challenges
from large data sets: Visual effectiveness and Computational efficiency. Visual
effectiveness can be improved by converting the raw data into a simplified repre-
sentation, while the computational complexity of dealing with large data sets can
be handled using, for example, scalable algorithms. In case of time-series data
sets, the raw data can be converted into a simplified representation by taking into
account the temporal characteristics of the data and different classes of sequential
data analysis techniques can be applied to the time-series data to find meaningful
patterns.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: Improving visual effectiveness through spatial aggregation of car trajectory
data. (a) Raw data drawn with 10 percent opacity (b) Trajectories after aggregation
(c) Lower degree of abstraction. Image courtesy of Andrienko et. al ©2010 IEEE.

2.1 Visual effectiveness
A large data set can lead to overlapping of data items and the resulting visual
clutter makes it very hard to perceive patterns in the data set [60]. For example,
in the case of large time-series data sets, displaying the entire raw data set on
a commodity screen with limited resolution would create visual clutter and can
hinder users from gaining any meaningful information. Hence, efficient data
abstraction techniques are required to reduce the complexity of the data set and
increase visual effectiveness for identifying meaningful patterns. Furthermore, as
the characteristics of time-series data sets evolve over time, an appropriate choice
of visual representations is necessary to identify temporal change of the patterns.

Data abstraction
Data abstraction can transform the raw data samples into a simple format while at
the same time preserving significant features that are important for the user [31, 110,
118]. Large data sets containing billions of raw data samples can be pre-processed
using standard data abstraction techniques and can be converted into a simple
format.
Sampling is one common technique for data abstraction which determines a repre-
sentative subset of the original data while maintaining its essential characteristics.
Specialized sampling methods such as Visualization-aware sampling (VAS) [94]
maximise visual fidelity to produce high quality visualizations. Querying is another
form of data abstraction where a fixed subset of the data is determined a-priori
for further data processing [26, 27]. A combination of different data abstraction
methods such as sampling or binned aggregation and interactive querying was
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Figure 2.2: Improving visual effectiveness through Hierarchical aggregation. (a) 2D
Scatter plot visualization (b) Aggregation using bounding box (c) Aggregation using
convex hull. Image courtesy of Elmqvist et. al ©2009 IEEE.

proposed in imMens [80], an interactive, web-based WebGL system. Such a hybrid
methodology allows for both data simplification and interactive scalability for real
time interaction along with scalable visual summaries of the data set.
Oliveira et. al [26] highlight some prominent data abstraction methods such as di-
mensionality reduction [115], data sampling [94], segmentation, cluster analysis [53],
density mapping [55], shifting of data points [61] and data aggregation [31] with
drill-down capabilities to visualize subsets rather than the entire data set [41, 120].
While there are many data abstraction techniques, the choice of a particular data
abstraction technique is data, user and task dependant. For example, in case of
raw trajectory data shown in Figure 2.1(a), different degrees of spatial abstraction
better reveals the car mobility pattern as shown in Figure 2.1(b) and (c). In case
of a 2D scatter plot visualization as shown in Figure 2.2, different hierarchical
aggregation approaches can be used to approximately represent the dense data
samples using bounding boxes or data adaptive convex hulls in a hierarchical
manner.
In general, Aigner et. al [2] mention two principal approaches to data abstraction:
Aggregation, when data values are aggregated in part or as a whole and Feature-
based, by visualizing parts of the data that satisfy a user-defined criterion.
General requirements for data abstraction methods. While the choice of
an appropriate data abstraction method is application dependant, the following
general requirements [34, 110] are necessary for any data abstraction algorithm
that computes approximate representations of large data sets,

1. the approximate representation of data must be accurate.

2. Computations must be carried out in main memory to avoid disk I/O overhead.

3. Algorithms must be computationally efficient.

Classification of data abstraction methods. According to Cui et al. [24]
abstraction techniques can be classified into two groups. Namely, abstraction
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Figure 2.3: Different visual representations of time-series data set representing number
of influenza cases over a period of three years. (a) Time-series plot (b) SpiralGraph
encoding 27 days per cycle (c) SpiralGraph encoding 28 days per cycle (Clearly portrays
the periodic pattern in the data over time). Image courtesy of Aigner et. al ©2007
IEEE.

in data space and abstraction in visual space. Techniques such as clustering,
segmentation, projection and dimensionality reduction fall under the category of
abstraction in data space. Keim et.al [59] list different visual space abstraction
methods such as interactive filtering, zooming, distortion, linking and brushing.
While data space abstraction reduces the size of data and at the same time retaining
its characteristics, visual space abstraction enables clutter reduction by assigning
more screen space to interesting data elements than to less interesting elements.
Data abstraction for time-series data. Even though there are many data
abstraction approaches available, they cannot be applied directly to time-series
data as they have temporal ordering and relationships between data samples over
time. For example, streaming data sets containing incoming data samples over time
require different dynamic processing methods for data analysis and visualization.
In the work of Andrienko et. al [10], incremental clustering is performed on spatio-
temporal events and their evolution over time is visualized and analyzed for event
stream monitoring. In the work of Shurkhovetskyy et.al [110], the authors provide
a thorough review of different abstraction methods that are available for visualizing
large time-series data from the perspective of visualization and visual analysis.
While there are many methods available for data abstraction, the choice of an
appropriate method is application specific and depends on the characteristics of
the data, the users and the user’s task.

Visualization
Time-series data sets require visualization techniques that are suited for displaying
the characteristics of data that evolve over time. The appropriate choice of a
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Figure 2.4: Space-time cube visualization of the trajectories of vehicle movement
along with contextual information. Colors represent the distribution of speed values in
space and time. Image courtesy of Andrienko et. al ©2013 IEEE.

visualization technique can improve the visual effectiveness in conveying temporal
patterns in the data samples. For example, a time-series data set representing the
total number of influenza cases over a period of three years is displayed in Figure 2.3
using different visualization techniques. Among the three visual representations
(a)-(c), the spiral graph plot in Figure 2.3 (c) most clearly portrays the periodic
patterns in the data set when compared with other representations.
When there is a spatio-temporal context associated with the data set, space-time
cube representations [11] as shown in Figure 2.4 are also suitable for displaying the
temporal characteristics of the data. Small multiples, animations, connected scatter
plots, parallel coordinates [54] are suitable for visualizing multi-variate data over
multiple time steps. An extensive survey of different visualization techniques for
time-series data can be found in the work of Aigner et al. 2011 [3] and interactive
online versions can be found at http://survey.timeviz.net.
The choice of an appropriate visual representation for the time-series data set can
also be made user-centric. Based on the interests of the user’s task, user-centric
visualization framework such as the one proposed by Tominski [114] for event data
— ‘Event-based visualization’ can be used. In this framework, for search related
tasks, the users can specify their search interests as event types and the visual
representations are adjusted automatically to match the detected events. This
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Figure 2.5: The raw time-series data is transformed into the symbol sequence
bbaabccb using Symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) [75]. Image courtesy of Alam
et. al ©2013 IEEE.

approach allows the generation of representations that are suitable for a particular
search task of a user.

2.2 Sequence analysis of time-series data
Sequence analysis is a class of methods that can enable identification of patterns
in a time-series data set. They can be applied either to the raw time-series
data or to an intermediate simplified representation in order to reveal repeating
patterns, anomalies and patterns of interest specified by a domain user using
input queries. Since dealing with very large raw time-series data can hinder visual
effectiveness and increase computational complexity, the data abstraction methods
that were discussed earlier can convert the raw time-series data into an intermediate
representation, for example symbolic representation, that can then act as input to
sequence analysis algorithms. For example, transformation of raw time series data
into a symbol sequence using Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [4, 75] is
portrayed in Figure 2.5.
Sequence analysis methods. Once the raw time-series data is converted into a
symbol sequence, identification of repeating patterns and anomalies [107] can be
performed through grammar-based approaches such as Sequitur [89]. Since they
are greedy grammar-based methods, finding all possible patterns using a smallest
complete grammar is an NP-hard problem [74]. Hence, a domain user driven
sequence analysis of symbolic data enables an analyst to drive the data analysis
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Figure 2.6: User-driven sequence analysis of event-sequences. (a) ActiviTree interface
with a selected query sequence: drop off others –> travel by car –> work (b) Temporal
distribution of the explored query sequences across two sets of users conveying the
pattern that the query sequence is mostly performed by women. Image courtesy of
Vrotsou et. al ©2009 IEEE.

and exploration process to find patterns based on their own interest. Methods
such as ActiviTree [117] as shown in Figure 2.6 allow the exploration of symbolic
data by selecting a symbol of interest and performing a sequence exploration by
growing a tree. Since the entire analysis process is user driven, a user can search
for patterns such as frequently occurring sequence paths as well as less frequent
sequences. Pattern-growth based sequence mining [95] is a family of algorithms that
addresses both the concerns of effectiveness (mining sequential patterns interesting
to the user) and efficiency (focusing the search where interesting patterns can
exist) of mining patterns. While on one hand, this strategy allows the user to push
deeper constraints [96] during the mining process thereby leading to more effective
pattern detection process and on the other hand, a divide-and-conquer strategy is
used. In this process, the search space is divided into smaller sub-sets, that are in
turn recursively searched for patterns and hence allows for more efficient search of
patterns in the data.

Another approach for sequential data analysis is a Hidden markov model (HMM) [13]
that finds a probabilistic description of sequential patterns in symbolic data, both
for smoothing noisy high-frequency data and for predicting missing observations
(e.g. due to sensor malfunction). They are used for clustering of sequential or
time-series data [93].
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Figure 2.7: Low-latency exploratory modeling using Gaussian cubes. Image courtesy
of Wang et. al ©2017 IEEE

2.3 Computational efficiency
Large amounts of data in their raw format can increase the computational com-
plexity and hence lead to poor responsiveness of the overall system [29, 35]. Com-
putational complexity can be overcome in different ways such as design of scalable
algorithms [7], usage of advanced data structures [79, 119], advanced memory
management techniques for retaining data in memory, disks [58].
For example, a parallel rendering architecture can aid the visual analysis process
by providing efficient visualization and real-time interaction for a domain user. A
parallel rendering architecture was proposed by Piringer et.al [97] that synchronizes
and communicates between a main application thread and a visualization thread
along with an architecture for generating incremental previews of visualization.
This system provides rich visual feedback at interactive rates for very large data
sets of the order of gigabytes and ensures responsiveness during exploratory data
analysis.
When the size of the data sets does not fully fit in the main memory, parallelized
out-of-core computation methods are necessary for analyzing the data set. For
example, for analyzing very large traffic movement data sets, a scalable event
clustering method was proposed by Andrienko et. al [7] where the data can be
processed without simultaneously loading all of the data in the main memory.
Nanocubes [79] and Gaussian cubes [119] are used for efficient model fitting, data
management and exploratory data analysis. As shown in Figure 2.7, building of
data models to explore a data set through repeated scans of data can increase the
latency for user interaction while the construction of data cubes such as Gaussian
cubes can support low-latency exploratory modeling through computation of model
parameters in real-time. Hence, these methods enable interactive, query-based
visual analysis for very large spatio-temporal data sets, where a hierarchy of data
aggregation is pre-computed for efficient user interaction and visualization.

2.4 Choice of visual analysis methods
In order to gain meaningful information from the data set, an effective visual
analysis process should provide effective visual representation, efficient human
interaction for analysis of patterns in the data and should be computationally
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efficient and scalable to process very large data sets. According to the design
triangle framework of Miksch et.al [82], the characteristics of the data, users and
user’s task should be taken into account when choosing an appropriate method for
visualization and data analysis. They provide a design framework with three sets
of questions that need to be answered when choosing suitable visual, analytical
and interaction methods,

1. Data: What is the nature of the data set?

2. Users: Who is going to use the system?

3. Tasks: What are the tasks of the users?

Nature of data. Time-series data has multiple characteristics such as time primi-
tives (instant, interval, span), scale (quantitative, qualitative), frame of reference
(abstract, spatial), kind of data (events, states), dimension (uni-variate, multi-
variate), temporal arrangement (linear, cyclic, branching), availability (stationary,
streaming data) [1, 2, 3, 82]. For example, in the case of large temporal multidi-
mensional data sets, when projecting the data samples from different time stamps
to lower dimensions, the temporal ordering between data samples needs to be taken
into account so that the problem of temporal-incoherence can be avoided. Methods
such as temporal MDS plots [52] and dynamic t-SNE [100] take the temporal
incoherence factor into account while projecting high-dimensional time-series data
to lower dimensions. The presence of noise in a real-world setting needs to be
taken into account which affects the applicability of data abstraction and visual
analysis [57]. Hence, different characteristics of time-series data sets need to be
taken into account while designing effective visual analysis methods.
Users. User interests specific to their application domain should be taken into
account to make an appropriate selection where the data characteristics and user
requirements can dictate the choice of a visual analysis method.
User Tasks. The nature of the user’s tasks should also be taken into account so
that valuable information is not lost in the simplification process. The work of
Aigner et. al [3] lists different user tasks such as classification, clustering, search and
retrieval, pattern discovery, anomaly detection and other sequence analysis tasks.
In the work of Shurkhovetskyy et.al [110], they propose additional considerations
when choosing an abstraction method for time-series data analysis such as indexing
data structures like R-tree to speed up data access and partitioning of the data for
suitable level of detail representation.
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Previous Work

As discussed in the previous chapter, data abstraction can be used to improve
visual effectiveness and data analysis of very large time-series data sets. This
thesis focuses particularly on data abstraction and analysis of very long duration
1D time-series data and 2D spatio-temporal data sets exhibiting spatio-temporal
discontinuity. For example, spatio-temporal geographic movement data such as
human or animal migration exhibit data continuity in space and time due to
the nature of the movements of objects. But in the case of spatio-temporal eye
movement data sets, they are governed by inertia with quick transition of eye gaze
movements to different parts of a scene and hence they lack the spatio-temporal
continuity found in geographic movement data sets. Hence, this characteristic of
spatio-temporal discontinuity in time-series requires different analysis methods
than those that are available for movement analysis.

This thesis focuses specifically on data abstraction into symbolic representation
that takes into account the temporal characteristics of the data. Transforming the
raw data into a symbol sequence enables application of sequence analysis tools
such as those found in text processing and bio-informatics communities [72] to
analyze repeating patterns, anomalies, user query based pattern identification.
Also, using symbolic approximation, the original data can also be transformed
into smaller or less complex symbol components that are beneficial for storage or
computation [112]. This chapter subdivides the discussion of related work into
(1) Data abstraction based on symbolic approximation of temporal data and (2)
Sequence analysis of symbolic data to uncover patterns of interest.
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3.1 1D Time-series data
Time-series data mining is a vast field with numerous methods focused towards motif
discovery, anomaly detection, clustering, classification, segmentation, prediction
and query-by-content. A thorough review of different techniques can be found
in [33, 36, 37, 78]. While there are many high level representations that are
available for time-series data analysis, this thesis focuses specifically on symbolic
representation and approximation that can avail the enormous wealth of algorithms
from text processing and bio-informatics communities such as Markov models,
Suffix trees, Decision trees, Hashing [77].

Data abstraction — Symbolic approximation
The advantages of transforming raw time-series data into symbol sequence such as
identification of patterns using sequence analysis methods, efficient data storage and
reduced computational complexity is highlighted in Lin et. al [77]. As a first step,
methods such as Symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) [75] transforms the time-
series data into a symbol sequence. SAX simplifies the time-series by segmenting the
data based on user specified segment length and assigns a symbol to each segment.
But this approximation leads to smoothing of perceptually important points (PIP)
as shown in Figure 3.1. Multiple methods have been proposed to address this
limitation by storing additional information with each symbol such as information
on slope, maximum and minimum of amplitude points [85]. A brief state of the
art report on different methods that are available for symbolic approximation of
time-series data is available in [25]. Shurkhovetskyy et. al [110] proposes a detailed
classification of different data abstraction methods for time-series data.

Sequential data analysis of symbolic data
Data analysis of the symbol sequence of 1D time-series enables identification of
patterns that are of interest to an analyst.
Grammar-based motif identification. Since the raw data is labelled into
symbol space, grammar based approaches such as Sequitur [89] can be used to
identify repeating patterns and anomalies in the data set. Finding the list of all
possible patterns using a smallest complete grammar is an NP-hard problem [74]
and hence Sequitur [89] and other methods based on it are greedy-grammar based
approaches.
Query-by-content based motif identification. Query-by-content based ap-
proaches involve the domain user in the loop where they can specify motifs using
different input mechanisms. The analyst can specify the query by selecting a part
of the input raw data using time boxes and this selected pattern is then searched for
across the whole data set [47, 48]. This query specification model was made flexible
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Figure 3.1: Raw time-series data is transformed into the symbol sequence CFCBFD
using Symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) [75]. Perceptually important points
(shown in red circles) are not captured in the symbolic approximation. Image courtesy
of Lkhagva et. al ©2006 IEEE.

using approaches such as variable timeboxes [62], angular queries and slopes [49],
query adjustment functions [17], pre-defined shape templates [16], Querylines [102],
relaxed selection technique [51]. One commonality among these approaches is for
the user to pan through the data to find patterns of interest, sketch an approximate
pattern over them and then search for similar patterns across the entire data. This
process may become tiresome if the time-series data is long. When a domain expert
knows the pattern to look for, it is common to manually sketch an approximate
pattern and search for similar patterns in the time-series data [121]. Most common
shapes such as spikes, sinks, plateau, valley are computed as templates and a
domain user can select a template and search for similar matches in the time-series
data [39]. All these approaches utilize the knowledge of domain experts to search
for patterns of interest.

Visualization of time-series data

After simplification of time-series data into a symbol sequence, the patterns in the
data can be visualized using sub-sequence trees such as VizTree representation [76].
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Figure 3.2: Visual representation of repeating patterns in symbol sequence using Arc
Diagrams. Visual clutter due to small and repeating sub-sequences are visible in (b).
Image courtesy of Wattenberg et. al ©2002 IEEE.

Colors and other visual attributes of the tree can be used to represent the frequency
and other properties of patterns.
Arc Diagram [122] representation allows identification of repeated patterns in
the symbol sequence through translucent arcs between repeated sub-strings. But
this approach can lead to visual clutter when there are many small repeated
sub-sequences as shown in Figure 3.2. Chaos game inspired bitmaps are used to
represent the symbol sequence as thumbnail images [66]. One unique feature is that
the representation can also allow for calculation of distance between two time-series
providing efficient computation. Hence it also allows for classification, clustering,
and anomaly detection based on time-series thumbnails.
Coloured rectangles [45] are used to represent frequently occurring patterns in
the time-series using rectangles of different sizes. They are used to highlight the
occurrences and hierarchical relationships of patterns in the time-series data. Sector
visualization [73] based approach is composed of several sectors where each one
represents a sub-string pattern of the symbol sequence. Different visual parameters
of the representation such as color of the sector, radius are used to map the symbol
of a pattern and its length.

3.2 2D Spatio-temporal data
Various application domains such as human-computer interaction, media and
marketing, simulation studies employ eye tracking sensors to collect eye gaze
samples which can be analysed to understand the user behaviour. Eye tracking
data is a collection of two dimensional eye gaze points over time. When a user is
looking at a particular region of a stimulus, raw eye gaze points are aggregated
around that region and we call them fixations, while rapid eye movements between
fixations are called a saccade [14, 50, 104]. Figure 3.3 portrays the 2D representation
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of multiple eye gaze trajectories using 2D and 3D visualiza-
tion. (a) Multiple trajectories are overlaid with the context with a 20% opacity. (b)
and (c) Individual eye gaze trajectories. (d) A single eye gaze trajectory visualized in a
Space-time cube. Image courtesy of Andrienko et. al ©2012 IEEE.

and 3D Space-time cube visualization of multiple eye gaze trajectories. Due to the
increase in the sampling rate of eye tracking sensors and with long duration eye
tracking experiments, very large eye gaze data sets are generated across multiple
users and user trials which makes their visualization very cluttered. While many
quantitative metrics are available to analyze the eye gaze samples, qualitative
analysis of very large eye tracking data sets becomes computationally complex.

Data abstraction — Symbolic approximation
Data abstraction of eye tracking data involves transformation of raw eye gaze
samples into symbol sequence which can be analyzed using sequence analysis
methods to identify patterns in eye gaze behaviour. Eye gaze samples can be
labelled based on their spatio-temporal characteristics into a symbol sequence.
Based on the the time span between successive eye gaze samples, they can be
labelled predominantly into fixations (periods of long attention duration) and
saccades (quick successive eye movements). Fixation clusters can be labelled
further into Areas of Interest (AoI) based on their spatial proximity. Different
methods are available to label eye gaze samples and we can classify them into
two predominant groups: Image analysis based methods for labelling eye gaze
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data and Labelling the data based on spatial characteristics (AoI) using clustering
algorithms.
Image analysis based data abstraction. Eye gaze samples are labelled by
taking into account the distinct objects in the scene that are monitored by the
user using image processing algorithms [98]. When labelling distinct objects in
the scene, first a manual annotation is performed on the distinct objects and the
annotated objects are then automatically identified [92]. Kurzhals et al. [70, 71]
perform spectral clustering on image thumbnails across different video recordings.
Thumbnails of size 100 x 100 pixels around each eye gaze point are extracted
from multiple video recordings and clustered accordingly. Automatic annotation
using scale-invariant feature transform were also used to detect distinct features in
videos [64]. Numerous other methods of labelling eye gaze samples based on the
underlying context are discussed in [70, 71, 92, 98]. While computing the distinct
object labels in the scene over time, their associated spatial context is lost and
hence, labelling the eye gaze data samples using spatio-temporal characteristics
are also necessary.
Spatial context based data abstraction. Labelling of eye gaze samples based
on distinct objects in the scene can facilitate the understanding of what are the
objects in the scene that gained the attention of the user. While labelling the
samples based on their spatio-temporal characteristics aims to reveal how a user
inspects and monitors a scene that contains distinct objects and how do the eye
gaze movements evolve over time. Another important distinction between the two
approaches is that the data resolution of object based labelling will be less when
compared with spatio-temporal labelling. For example if an object is moving in the
scene and the visual attention of the user is on this object, the eye gaze points will
be labelled with the object id, while spatial labelling leads to different labels based
on the nature of the object’s trajectory. Based on the answers that one would like
to gain from the eye tracking experiment, an object id can also be associated to
spatial labels over time.
A common approach to spatio-temporal labelling is to subdivide the scene using
a grid based approach with a predefined grid resolution and assign appropriate
labels of the grid cells to eye fixation points that fall within them. The pre-
defined resolution of the grid determines the accuracy and the number of identified
AoIs [18, 38]. The disadvantage of a predefined grid based approach is, they are
not dependant on the characteristics of the data and when we are dealing with
long-duration experiments, they are not flexible with the temporal evolution of a
user’s attention over time. Over et. al. [91] constructed Voronoi cells around eye
gaze fixation points based on the fixation density, so that areas of high fixation
density lead to small Voronoi cells and vice-versa. Example of a Voronoi based
spatial tessellation and aggregation of eye gaze points is shown in Figure 3.4. Simple
binning [23] or percentile mapping [65] can also be applied to fixations for labelling
the eye gaze data. However, these methods omit the temporal properties while
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Figure 3.4: Aggregation of eye gaze trajectory using Voronoi based spatial tessellation.
Image courtesy of Andrienko et. al ©2012 IEEE.

labelling the data samples, due to data aggregation over time.

For the analysis and visualization of eye tracking data, different approaches from
the area of Geographic Information Science (GIS) are proposed in the work of
Andrienko et al. [6]. Their work provides a thorough overview of visual analysis
approaches with their merits and drawbacks for analyzing eye movement data.
Unlike the trajectories of moving objects, eye gaze data is not spatially continuous
over time, since eye movements involve frequent attention switching over the scene.
In case of long-duration eye-tracking recordings, this becomes even more complex.
Hence the spatio-temporal clustering methods from GIS are not suitable for direct
application to long-duration eye tracking experiments.

Many data clustering approaches such as Mean shift [40, 103] and Gaussian Mixture
Models [83, 105] have been used to identify clusters from fixation points, but even
applying these methods to long duration eye tracking data sets leads to data
saturation with very few labels or spatially coherent clusters across different time
intervals get different labels. Therefore, these methods are not suitable for direct
application on long-duration data. While the curse of multi-dimensional data is its
sparsity in higher dimensions, eye tracking data is faced with high accumulation of
data samples over time which can distort the local information. In general, for very
long eye tracking data sets, identification and labelling based on spatio-temporal
characteristics becomes complex due to data saturation over time.
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Sequential data analysis of symbolic data
Once the raw eye gaze data is transformed into an Area of Interest label sequence,
different sequence analysis methods from data mining or machine learning can be
employed to identify interesting patterns of user behaviour.
Transitions between the different areas of interest labels can be modelled as transi-
tion matrices and if the matrix is dense with most of the cells containing transition
information, it indicates an extensive search on a display while sparse matrices
indicate more efficient and directed search. But such matrix representations do not
convey the temporal aspects of the visual scanning behaviour. Transitions between
different labels can also be modelled as first order Markov chains [101] where the
transition to a future area of interest is dependent only on the present area of
interest. The Shannon entropy coefficient of the Markov model is then computed
to quantify the transition across areas of interest.
While the transition matrices and Markov models estimate the conditional proba-
bility of the sequence to the first order i.e, only between two AoIs, thereby looking
at only one step of the sequence, while higher order matrices suffer from less data
(transitions) to calculate an accurate estimate. Reinforcement learning algorithms
learn to predict future data sequence based on past information [46]. Once an eye
gaze transition happens from one AoI to another, instead of simply updating the
transition probability between them, the method associates the first and second
AoI and all expected subsequent AoIs based on prior visits to the second.
When an eye tracking experiment is conducted across multiple users performing
the same scenario, sequence analysis can provide insights into common and explicit
patterns across different users. In order to analyze symbol sequences across multiple
users, similarity metric based algorithms from bio-informatics, such as Levenshtein
distance [90] are used to compute the distance between symbol sequences of different
users [30, 98]. A similarity score is computed based on the minimum number of
string insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to convert from one string
into another. Anderson et. al [5] provides a state of the art report on different
scan path comparison methods.
Hidden Markov models are applied to AoI labels and the hidden states that drive
the sequence of AoIs are computed in [22, 56]. They are robust to noise but have
difficulty in identifying the model parameters and the number of hidden states that
make up the model. The sequence of AoI labels can be seen as a sequence of events,
where each event corresponds to a visit to an AoI. This makes it possible to use
sequence mining techniques such as Eloquence [116] and other sequence mining
approaches that enables user driven investigation of the user’s visual scanning
strategies during an experiment. Sequential patterns in eye movements which
may be shifted by a time span, can be easily detected based on their frequency of
occurrence in the data set.
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Visualization of eye tracking data
After data simplification, numerous visualization techniques are available to vi-
sualize eye tracking data sets. The Space-Time Cube (STC) [11] provides the
spatio-temporal context and can be used to display the time evolving nature of
areas of interest in the visual attention along with the underlying scene informa-
tion [28, 67]. Multiple methods have used a combination of coordinated views to
overcome the problem of visual clutter in STC displays. For example, synchro-
nized scarf plots and timeline views are used in ISeeCube [69]. Among alternative
visualizations that try to reduce visual clutter, scarf plots are an efficient way of
representing AoIs and their evolution over time, but they suffer from colour coding
and clutter over time and multiple user trials. Hence, Blascheck et. al [15] utilizes
hierarchical visualization approaches that take into account the inherent hierarchies
in AoI clusters over time. Multiple visualization tools such as transition trees,
graphs, transition matrix and hierarchy diagrams have been used to collectively
portray the sequential, relational and temporally evolving nature of areas of interest
in eye gaze data. A transition Tree based approach [68] combines scarf plot with an
additional space-filling icicle plot diagram that provides a hierarchy of gaze transi-
tion sequences. But visual representations alone as described above can suffer from
visual clutter, particularly when dealing with long duration data. While transition
trees, graphs and scarf plots suffer from the same big data problem, transition
matrices cannot convey the time evolving nature of the AoIs. In transition trees,
for example, the arrows depicting transitions between AoIs can become cluttered
over time.
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4
Contributions

Chapter 2 highlights the challenges in visual data analysis of large temporal data
sets and briefly discussed about the different data abstraction and sequence analysis
methods. Chapter 3 concentrates on the specific category of data simplification
using symbolic approximation for 1D time-series data and the special category
of 2D spatio-temporal data with spatio-temporal discontinuity and provides a
brief introduction to the state of the art methods. This chapter summarizes every
published articles and the contributions of the author of this thesis in every published
article. The published articles can be categorized based on the dimensionality of
the time-series data,

1. Data adaptive, efficient symbolic approximation of 1D time-series data with
query-by-sketch pattern matching (Paper A).

2. Symbolic approximation of very large spatio-temporal data with spatio-temporal
discontinuity (eye gaze data) and sequential analysis of symbolic data using
Hidden Markov Model, Sequence mining (Paper B - Paper E).

4.1 Summary of papers
This section summarizes the aim, method, results and summary of contributions
made by the author of this thesis for each appended publication. Please refer to
the appended publications for detailed descriptions of the methods and application
examples.
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4.1.1 Paper A
Simplification of the raw time-series data using symbolic approximation (for ex-
ample, SAX [75]) is one of the most popular methods in time-series data mining.
Once the raw data is converted into a symbol sequence, identification of repeating
patterns and anomalies [107] can be performed through grammar based approaches
as in Sequitur [89]. Since the grammar based methods are ’greedy’ grammar induc-
tion algorithms, they are not always complete [106] and hence finding all possible
patterns using a smallest complete grammar is an NP-hard problem [74]. One of
the common solutions is to focus the search to identify only interesting patterns
specified by a domain user [121]. In this thesis, Paper A presents an efficient shape
grammar based approach for hierarchical, data adaptive symbolic approximation of
long time-series data and interactive query-by-sketch based pattern identification.

Aim

A freehand sketch-based approach provides an interactive interface for domain
users to define patterns of interest which can then be identified algorithmically in
time-series data sets. Previous user query methods used the extensive process of (1)
browsing through the entire data to find patterns of interest, (2) specify methods
for selecting such patterns and search for them in the rest of the data. They
included rigid constraints in query specification and pre-defined pattern templates
for user query input. As this method is tiresome, there is a need for creating a
visual interface to sketch any patterns of interest by the domain specialist. Since
commonly the aim is to search for local trends in the time-series data, a symbolic
approximation algorithm should preserve local information such as perceptually
important points. Hence, the objectives of Paper A are listed as follows,

1. An interactive visual interface to sketch any patterns of interest by the domain
specialist.

2. Data simplification using symbolic approximation that preserves the shape
characteristics on a local scale.

3. A computationally efficient system for domain user interaction.

Method

While searching for user-sketched patterns, users often ignore differences across
amplitude, scale and translation [20, 63, 108]. Any pattern search algorithm should
be able to handle these three conditions in an efficient manner. The method
discussed in the paper involves three basic steps,
Step 1: Shape grammar A visual grammar is extracted from the time-series
by considering the data as a combination of basic elementary shapes positioned
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(a) Monthly values of the The Southern
Oscillation Index - changes in air pressure
related to sea surface temperatures in the
central Pacific Ocean.

(b) A time-series showing a patients res-
piration (measured by thorax extension),
as they wake up.

Figure 4.1: Locally adaptive data smoothing across different data sets. The red lines
indicate the approximated input data. Significant anomalies are still retained in the
approximation step.

across different amplitudes. These basic shapes are represented using a ratio and
the ratios are used to transform the data into a symbolic representation.
Step 2: Hierarchical locally adaptive approximation. Since the aim is to
search for local trends in the time-series data, insignificant spikes and valleys
that would not alter the local trend can be approximated. Hence, the users are
given the flexibility of performing local approximation of raw time-series data in a
hierarchical manner. No extra arithmetic calculation is necessary since the entire
approximation process is performed on the symbolic data using Regular expressions
(RE). The advantage of performing a locally adaptive approximation rather than a
piecewise adaptive approximation (PAA) is that the latter can potentially smooth
out important points in the data set due to the constant sized bins used to compute
the average of all the time points within that bin (see Figure 4.1).
Step 3: User-sketched pattern matching. Users can sketch approximate
patterns in a separate sketching space, either through line strips defined through a
sequence of mouse clicks or free form sketching. The user input is transformed into
a symbolic representation using the above steps and a string matching, based on
regular expressions (RE), is then performed in real-time to identify similar patterns.
This symbolic search also permits the analyst to interactively carry out a step-wise
relaxation of the constraints placed upon the search to find more sequences that
match the general shape of the search sequence but less precisely. This relaxation
requires only an editing of the grammar and no re-computation from the time-series
and so can also be carried out in milliseconds, even for millions of time samples.

Results

The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated in a case study on stock market
data although it is applicable to any numeric time-series data. The example data
set was downloaded from the NYSE database for the ticker symbol ADM from 1st
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(a) Case 1: Incremental smoothing of the
raw data and searching for head and shoul-
ders pattern matches.

(b) Case 2: Incremental smoothing and
searching of Double top pattern.

Figure 4.2: Hierarchical smoothing and pattern matching. The resulting matches
are shown in red.

May 1997 to 30th October 2004. The input data consists of 1886 time points. One
of the prime features of the algorithm is the ability to identify both short and long
term patterns with soft constraints that are invariant across scale, amplitude and
translation. The input will be in the form of rough user sketches and a RE based
string matching is performed in real-time to search for matches. In Figure 4.2, the
raw time-series data is displayed in black, the hierarchically approximated data at
two different levels of approximation is displayed in blue. Two example patterns
from financial domain are sketched in a separate sketching space and the matching
patterns are displayed in red.
Case 1: ‘Head and shoulders’ pattern. This pattern in the financial domain
is made up of a peak followed by a higher peak and then a lower peak. The
displayed matches at two different levels of approximation is highlighted in red in
the Figure 4.2(a).
Case 2: ‘Double top’. Double tops or double bottoms in the financial domain
consist of two peaks or troughs of similar magnitude as shown in the Figure 4.2(b).
Due to the flexibility of the algorithm in providing for soft-constraints, two similar
peaks are highlighted. At the same time, the algorithm does not allow for false
matches that completely distort the trend in the pattern.

Summary of contributions

Based on the initial Query-by-sketch pattern matching idea of the co-authors, the
author of this thesis performed a review of the existing literature to identify the
complexities in the existing approaches and came up with an initial idea of the
shape grammar approach for symbolic approximation, hierarchical locally adaptive
approximation for smoothing the time-series and implemented the idea in a web-
based user interface. The author of this thesis wrote an initial draft of the paper
which was refined iteratively along with the co-authors. Query-by-sketch approach,
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shape grammar and use cases were refined and improved through discussions with
the co-authors of this paper.

4.1.2 Paper B
Significant progress has been made recently in the data analysis and visualization
of spatio-temporal geographic movement trajectories [8]. While there is a spatio-
temporal continuity in the movements of physical objects, there are other spatio-
temporal data sets such as eye gaze data that have the same structure such as
position coordinates, time stamp, object id but with a significant difference. Eye
movements include instantaneous jumps across the stimulus [6]. Hence it restricts
the use of movement analysis methods for analyzing eye movement data since the
spatio-temporal continuity are not the same for human or animal mobility and eye
movements. This thesis focuses on this specific challenge of analyzing data sets
with such spatio-temporal discontinuity for example in case of very long duration
eye gaze data sets collected across multiple users.

Aim

Raw eye gaze data contains 2D spatial information of gaze coordinates over a
stimulus along with the timestamp information. Eye gaze samples are labelled into
fixations - periods of gaze over a region of the stimulus and saccades — movements
between fixations as the viewer switches the attention. Fixation samples are
labelled further using two prominent approaches — Area of Interest and Object of
Interest (OoI) based methods. The distinction between two approaches lies in what
questions they aim to answer. AoI based approaches reveal how a user inspects
and monitors different regions of a scene while OoI based approaches reveal which
distinct objects in the scene attract user attention. AoI based approaches can
have a greater level of detail than OoI, as the total number of OoI labels is tied
to the number of distinct objects in the scene. The transformation of raw gaze
data into labels enables the use of sequence mining approaches to identify patterns
of behaviour. The aim of this Paper B is to review the present state of the art
on AoI labelling and the challenges in labelling AoIs in very long duration eye
tracking data. For example, an eye tracker with a refresh rate of 60 Hz, generates
approximately 320000 samples of spatio-temporal data over a 90 minute recording
session. Paper B proposes scope for improvement through the use of temporal
clustering of fixation points to identify AoIs and convert the raw eye gaze data into
a symbolic approximation where each symbol corresponds to a cluster label.

Results

The paper proposes research directions for a visual analysis approach based on using
clustering and sequence analysis methods for analyzing the AoIs in long duration
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eye tracking data sets. The paper presented a two step approach: (1) to use fast
clustering algorithms that can identify temporally evolving AoIs and (2) Interactive
exploration of eye gaze patterns across AoIs using an interactive sequence mining
approach - the ActiviTree method [117]. Using this approach, users can analyse
how the transition between AoI sequences has evolved over time and identify AoI
sequence paths followed by different users based on their significance determined
by a data analyst.

Summary of contributions

The author of this thesis reviewed the existing literature to summarize the different
methods for identification of AoIs and the challenges in data adaptive AoI identifi-
cation in case of long duration eye tracking data sets. An initial draft version of
the paper was prepared by the author of this thesis and iteratively improved along
with the co-authors. The co-authors proposed the idea of using sequence mining to
analyze the symbolically approximated eye gaze data.

4.1.3 Paper C
In long duration eye tracking studies, an eye tracker with a refresh rate of 60 Hz
generates approximately 320000 samples of spatio-temporal data for a 90 minute
recording session. Paper C presents an efficient data abstraction technique that
transforms the raw data into a symbol sequence using clustering and hierarchical
cluster merging suited for spatio-temporal eye tracking data sets with spatio-
temporal discontinuity.

Aim

Clustering methods are not suitable for direct application on long-duration data
sets as when the amount of eye gaze data increases, the local AoIs get distorted or
saturated resulting in very few clusters (AoIs) that were accumulated over time.
Hence, in order to analyze very long duration eye tracking data sets, the aim of
Paper C include,

1. Data adaptive transformation of the raw eye gaze data into a symbolic repre-
sentation without data saturation, where each symbol corresponds to an AoI
cluster label.

2. A computationally efficient approach that can handle very long-duration eye-
tracking data.

3. A visualization system for interactive visual analysis providing a summary view
of the identified AoIs over the entire duration of the data.
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Figure 4.3: Hierarchical diagram of clustering and hierarchical cluster merging. At
level 0, the raw eye gaze data is divided into overlapping time windows and clustering
is performed in each time window. Clusters from adjacent time windows are merged in
a hierarchical manner at higher levels. Computations in a level are independent of each
other and hence can be done in parallel.

Method

The raw eye gaze points are divided into overlapping time windows and a Minimum
Spanning Tree (MST) based clustering algorithm [123] is used for clustering raw
data points within each time window. A drawback with performing clustering over
time windows is that a visual attention cluster (AoI) can spread across adjacent time
windows. This would eventually lead to different cluster labels, as the clustering in
a single time window is independent of the rest. This problem can be overcome
by combining the cluster polygons from a set of neighbouring time windows using
an MST based approach, where the similarity between two cluster polygons can
be computed using a cost function. This merging process can be carried out
in a hierarchical manner which creates a spatio-temporal hierarchy, as shown in
Figure 4.3. One important advantage of this approach is that the computations in
each level of the hierarchy can be parallelized and hence computationally efficient.
The spatio-temporal hierarchy of levels shown in Figure 4.3 can be explored by the
analyst to view the temporally evolving AoIs. The analyst can select a particular
level of granularity from which assigned AoI labels (and colours) can be propagated
downwards to shorter time windows.
The clustering results can be displayed in a space-time cube [43], as shown in
Figure 4.4(b). The STC’s horizontal plane corresponds to spatial coordinates, in
this case spatial positions of eye gaze points, and the vertical axis corresponds to
time going upward.

Results

Eye gaze data of two operational air traffic controllers (ATCOs) conducting a
training session on a simulation of flights into a medium-sized airport was considered
for the analysis. The training session lasted for around 85 minutes generating
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(a) (b)
(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: The main views of application interface: (a) Space-Time Cube displaying
temporal aspects of the data and AoIs, (b) main 2D visualization window showing
the raw data and/or AoIs, (c) interactive control panel, (d) interactive 2D plot for
modifying clustering parameters.

approximately 320000 samples. The computation time for identifying AoIs in the
example data sets was between 33 to 52 seconds for identification of AoIs. The
results are displayed in a interactive visual analysis system as shown in Figure 4.4.

By browsing through the lower levels of the data hierarchy 4.3 for Air Traffic
Controllers A and B, the time windows at level 5 of the hierarchy were considered
for analysis. As shown in Figure 4.5(a), (b) the two ATCOs show greater similarity
in the first third of the scenario run-time, with comparable levels of sparsity. Based
on the in-context visualization, it can be concluded that the AoIs correspond to
the attention of ATCOs on aircraft moving along two routes, from the top and
bottom left of the display towards the centre of the screen.

After that point, however, the STC (see Figure 4.5(g)) for ATCO-A remains similar
in sparsity at the periphery but with greater focus on the airport (see Figure 4.5(e)).
ATCO-B (see Figure 4.5(h)), however, begins to show greater focus on all parts
of the airspace. One possible cause is that the number of aircraft has increased
at this point and ATCO-A has continued to cope well with this increased traffic
density, while ATCO-B is under increased pressure and may be coping less well.
This may indicate different characteristics between the two ATCOs such as level of
confidence, experience or, simply, quality of memory for details.

Data simplification through the AoI identification, together with the STC display,
provides direct access to both spatial and temporal variation in the subject’s
attention. In summary, the hierarchical structure of merged AoIs in the system has
allowed us to easily explore these long duration eye tracking data sets and identify
the differing characteristics of ATCO-A and ATCO-B.
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Figure 4.5: Identification of AoIs for two ATCOs working on the same training
scenario, lasting ≈ 85 minutes. (a) and (b) show the AoIs detected for the first ≈16
minutes of the data for each ATCO at level 5 of the merged hierarchy, while (c) and
(d) show the same result for the second ≈16 minutes of the data. (e) and (f) show
the AoIs identified in the entire data set at the highest level in the hierarchy and the
difference in behaviour is clear in sub-figure (f) where few, large AoIs remain. The
STC representations (g) and (h), with colours propagated down from level 8 to level 4,
highlights the differences in behaviour such as sparse and detailed attention.

Summary of contributions

The author of this thesis made a review of the existing literature to identify the
disadvantages in clustering large eye gaze data sets and came up with the initial
idea of using a parallelized hierarchical approach for merging cluster polygons
using Minimum spanning trees. Along with the co-authors of the paper, extensive
discussion were made to come up with a cost function for defining similarity between
two cluster polygons. The author of the thesis also implemented the idea in a visual
analysis application, prepared an initial draft of the paper with its accompanying
images and identified the application case among the eye tracking data sets for
demonstrating the effectiveness of the method.

4.1.4 Paper D
Eye tracking studies typically lasting for around 90 minutes are used to study
the activities of Air traffic controllers (ATCO) and the analysis of their eye gaze
movements can be used to improve the effectiveness of the training process.Paper
C deals with the analysis of eye tracking data sets collected from different ATCOs
working in a Remote tower environment.
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Figure 4.6: The experimental setup used in the case study consists of six screens
making up the simulated tower view with three supporting screens placed on the
desk. The six cameras of the SmartEye eye tracking system can be seen strategically
positioned around the subject’s workstation.

Aim

The aim of this work is to analyze eye tracking data sets recorded from experi-
enced air traffic controllers performing simulated training scenarios in a virtual
remote tower environment. The data is analyzed along with domain experts and
a professional ATCO where a number of practical examples were identified using
methods and visualization tools described in Paper C.

Method

The experimental setup for the remote tower environment includes radar, flight
strip, VCS (Voice Com System) systems and six large displays representing two
remote airfields (see Figure 4.6). The SmartEye [111] gaze tracking system used in
these experiments used six cameras, arranged around the controller, providing a
wide field of view and so a comfortably large recording volume. The recorded eye
gaze data is in the form of separate screen coordinates for each of the display screens
at which the controller may be looking. The raw eye gaze data is preprocessed
before analysis to create a single volume of data which includes the data from each
of the individual screens as shown in Figure 4.8. The hierarchical clustering and
cluster merging techniques described in Paper C are used to compute the areas of
attention in the raw eye-tracking data.

Results

The dual remote tower scenario is predefined and incorporates a variety of events
over time including the arrival of new approaching flights and scheduled departures,
variations in visibility due to weather, and ground vehicle movements. Along with
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Figure 4.7: 2D ‘top-down’ view with AoAs. The two out-the-window (OTW) views
arranged along the top. The two radar displays, the two strips displays and the VCS
display are arranged along the bottom.

Figure 4.8: AoAs of four air traffic controllers carrying out the same scenario. The
differences in visual attention such as sparse visual attention in case of ATCO-C can be
observed in (c).

domain specialists and a professional ATCO, few scenarios of interest were identified
and reviewed for corresponding analysis. A 2D visualization of the entire data
from a single controller as shown in Figure 4.7 enables identification of patterns
such as accumulation of visual attention at both ends of the runway and less visual
attention in the middle of each runway. Comparison between different controllers
allows the analyst to explore the variation in behaviour under similar circumstances.
By comparing the four ATCOs as shown in Figure 4.8, we can identify patterns
such as ATCO-C having a significantly more sparse attention than the others,
ATCO-A clearly spending far more time focused upon the radar display.
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Figure 4.9: For an ATCO monitoring different landing simulations of aircraft, the
similarity in AoAs of the ATCO can be identified in (a)—(c).

Figure 4.10: Similarities in the scanning behaviour of an ATCO during the presence
and absence of aircraft on the screen can be identified in (a) and (b).

Activities of controllers during specific events such as landing events were also
studied. For example, ATCO-D pays repeated visual attention at specific areas
on the display and this is highly similar for different landing events as shown in
Figure 4.9(a)—(c). Recurrence in scanning behaviour during the presence and
absence of events in the airport was also identified with ATCO-A as shown in
Figure 4.10.
Based on the identified user behaviours, the proposed approach is a starting point
to analyse and compare a number of long-duration eye gaze data from operational
air traffic controllers. It will be of benefit in defining, demonstrating and checking
adherence to ’best practice’ during the training process.
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Summary of contributions

The author of this thesis along with the co-authors who are domain experts and a
professional air traffic controller identified different use cases to explore interesting
visual scanning patterns in the collected data sets. The author of this thesis
implemented the visual analysis system, generated the images, contributed in
writing the method description and identified certain use cases such as similarity of
eye gaze during landing events and similarity in scanning behaviour in the presence
and absence of events.

4.1.5 Paper E
In previous publications, data abstraction of raw eye gaze data into areas of interest
based labelling acted as a first step in identifying visual scanning patterns in eye
tracking data sets. But the comparison of visual scanning behaviour between
multiple users performing the same experiment can be performed only through
manual analysis. Also the complexity of tuning multiple parameters for identifica-
tion of area of interest (AoI) using clustering and cluster merging increases with
the number of users.

Aim

In order perform an algorithmic analysis of comparing user behaviour across
multiple users, the aim of Paper E include:

1. Identification of common area of interest labels across multiple users with
minimal user input parameters.

2. Analysis of user behaviour using multinomial Hidden Markov Model and Se-
quence mining based approaches to uncover interesting behaviour in the presence
of noisy eye gaze data.

Method

The method extends the approach of Paper C to identify common AoIs labels
across multiple users. A 3D Minimum spanning tree based clustering approach
is constructed from the 2D eye gaze co-ordinates, timestamp and an extension of
Maximum Standard Deviation Reduction (MSDR) algorithm of [124] were utilized
to identify Area of Interest clusters. These improvements to the earlier approach
remove the restrictions in tuning multiple parameters such as size of time window,
MST neighbourhood depth and inconsistency factor. For merging the area of
interest clusters from neighbouring time windows, a symmetric Jaccard distance
metric is used as the cost function for defining similarity between AoIs. Using
this approach only highly spatially similar AoIs are merged and so the entire
computation can be performed with no user intervention.
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Figure 4.11: Method pipeline: Common AoI identification across user sets. Step 1:
Identification of fixation clusters. Step 2: Similar AoI identification for every user. Step
3: Common AoI identification across all users.

In order to compute common AoI labels across all the subjects, an MST is computed
for all the AoI clusters from the topmost time window of the hierarchy of each user
as shown in Figure 4.11 and the merging process is repeated to compute similar
AoIs from the MST. At this juncture, the analyst can also interactively modify a
knee point plot to control the degree of similarity while merging the AoI clusters.
The common AoI labels from the topmost time window of the hierarchy (see
Figure 4.11) can be propagated back to the lower levels containing original eye
gaze points for each subject. The raw eye gaze data can be transformed into a
symbolic representation where each eye gaze point can be labelled either as noise,
saccade or AoI labels. Taking the noisy gaze data into account, two prominent
sequence analysis approaches such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [13, 81, 99]
and Sequence mining [44, 116] can be used to analyze behaviour across multiple
subjects.

Results

The experimental setup from Paper D is used for collecting data from four op-
erational air traffic controllers performing the same scenario. Each experimental
scenario lasted for ≈ 90 minutes for each controller. The common AoIs computed
for four ATCOs carrying out the same scenario are displayed in Figure 4.12.
A multinomial HMM is used to analyze the AoI label sequence to identify common
patterns across all the controllers. Figure 4.13 shows the most probable hidden
state paths highlighting the similarities and differences of visual attention across
different controllers. Using the Sequence mining tool — Eloquence [116], the order
of visual attention between different areas of interest that are common across all the
controllers can be investigated. For example, the “nested” back-and-forth scanning
pattern across different AoIs after visiting the right airport radar (AoI label 3080,
see Figure 4.14(b)) can be identified as shown in Figure 4.14(a).
By transforming the raw eye gaze data into symbolic representation where the
symbol space is common across all users, sequence analysis methods such as
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(a) ATCO-A (b) ATCO-B

(c) ATCO-C(d) ATCO-D

Figure 4.12: Common labelling of AoIs across four controllers: Common AoIs are
marked with the same colour in each sub-figure. The Space-Time Cube (STC) can be
rotated, zoomed and filtered along vertical axis to avoid visual clutter. The two tower
views are displayed at the back of the cube while the radar, flight strip and the voice
control displays are arranged across the front part of the cube.

ATCO-A

ATCO-B

ATCO-C

ATCO-D

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Time (4.5min intervals)

Hidden state 1 2 3 4 5 6

Multiple touch and go + one take-off event Event of snow in two airports Transition to State6

Figure 4.13: HMM state sequence for four controllers with information on contextual
significance of each state given by colour intensity and size.

HMM and Sequence mining allows pattern identification and user driven analysis.
While different sequence analysis methods from bio-informatics and text mining
communities are available for analyzing the symbol sequence, two prominent
approaches were used to demonstrate their usefulness for identifying patterns in
large data sets.
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(a) Common eye-movements to all users.
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(b) AoIs identified in the shown sequences.

Figure 4.14: Sequence analysis of common eye movements across all users —
Common eye-movements before and after visiting AoI 3080.

Summary of contributions

The author of this thesis proposed the idea of using different techniques for reducing
the complexities of parameter tuning in identifying AoIs and computed the common
AoI labels using an improved algorithm of Paper C.
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5
Conclusion

Visual analysis of large time-series data sets becomes complex due to large volumes
of data that hinder efficient user interaction and pattern identification. In order
to deal with the complexity this thesis focuses on different techniques for data
abstraction by transforming the raw time-series data into symbolic approximations
using efficient data processing algorithms. Sequence analysis is then used to identify
patterns in the symbolic data set. This chapter describes how these goals have
been met and to what degree.

5.1 Data abstraction — Symbolic approximation
When faced with large volumes of temporal data, transformation of raw data
samples into symbolic approximations using data abstraction enables the use of
different sequence analysis methods for data exploration which can also be user
driven. But as discussed earlier, the dimensionality and characteristics of the
temporal data dictates the choice of symbolic approximation methods.
In the case of 1D time series data, a shape grammar based approach was employed
in Paper A to convert the raw time series data into a symbol sequence. The
method provides a high degree of flexibility through user-defined and controlled
data approximation. One of the advantages when compared with earlier methods
is that the approximation retains perceptually important points without the need
for storing additional information for each symbol in the sequence. Since the aim
of the method was to search for patterns in the data set based on Query-by-Sketch,
amplitude, scale and translation invariant pattern identification was necessary
which was achieved through the shape grammar based approach. While using an
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intuitive sketch based interface for defining a query of interest, a domain analyst is
required to provide only an approximate pattern or trend to define their input. This
approach overcomes the difficulty of scanning through long time series to identify
and select patterns of interest using different interaction techniques and then
searching for related patterns across the entire data set. The technique operates
completely in the symbol space for data smoothing and pattern identification, and
hence is efficient for real-time data processing. While using symbolic approximation
enables efficient data processing and data smoothing, it does not involve absolute
value matching for pattern identification. For absolute value matching problems,
further processing is required on the identified patterns of interest and the results
can be filtered subsequently by comparing the symbolic data with the original time
series data. The process of symbolic approximation also enables smoothing of time
series data in a hierarchical manner, controlled by an analyst. It improves visual
effectiveness by reducing visual clutter due to noise in long duration time series
data.

In the case of 2D spatio-temporal data sets, the spatio-temporal continuity of
the data samples determines the nature of algorithm to be used for symbolic
approximation. Traditional data clustering algorithms used across geographic
movement data sets such as human or animal migration cannot be applied directly
to data sets with spatio-temporal discontinuity, for example, eye gaze data. Also,
owing to the large size of 2D spatio-temporal data sets, identification of patterns
over time suffers from data saturation. Hence, a clustering and hierarchical cluster
merging algorithm described in Paper C was used for data abstraction. For example,
Mean Shift clustering [21] was applied on a 4.5 minute time interval of a data set
composed of 2D eye gaze points collected at 60 Hz, as shown in Figures 5.1(a) and
(b). In the example, high - (0.15) and low - quantile (0.01) values were used in Mean
shift clustering, leading to clusters at either a very high or very low granularity.
Clusters identified using the method described in Paper C, display more balanced
results as shown in Figure 5.1(c). The spatio-temporal eye tracking data set
was divided into overlapping time windows and the clusters from the adjacent
time windows are computed by merging the clusters based on their strength of
intersection and the merging process is repeated in a hierarchical manner.

The temporal eye gaze sequence is converted into a symbol sequence where each
symbol corresponds to a cluster label. In order to compare the symbol sequence
of multiple users, the identified cluster labels from one user should correlate with
the labels from other users. Also, tuning of multiple parameters can increase the
difficulty in scaling the method to multiple users. These difficulties were addressed
in Paper E. In order to allow a user controlled data abstraction, the method allows
tuning of a single parameter with the intuition that increasing or decreasing its
value controls the degree of approximation.
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Figure 5.1: A comparison of clustering results on a 2D eye gaze data set collected at
60Hz for a 4.5 minutes. Mean shift applied with (a) high (0.15) and (b) low quantile
(0.01) values results in either too little and too much separation in the identified clusters.
(c) Clusters identified using the method described in Paper C, display more balanced
results.

5.2 Sequence analysis of symbolic data
Sequential analysis of symbol sequences can enable identification of patterns of
interest from very large time-series data sets. The process of pattern search can be
either user-driven or automatic depending on the needs of the users. Many grammar-
based approaches can be used to compute repeating patterns and anomalies in the
data. Since finding all possible patterns is an NP-hard problem, a domain user
driven data exploratory visual analysis process that is interactive and efficient is
an effective approach to gain information from the data. The important challenge
lies in making a visual analysis process intuitive and interactive supplemented
with effective visualizations that can portray the information with less cognitive
overload. In the case of Paper A, the query-by-content method enables a user-
sketched pattern input and regular expression based pattern identification that is
interactive and user-driven.
While the case of sequential data analysis of eye tracking data as described in
Paper E, sequence mining of spatio-temporal eye tracking data is user-driven
and interactive, the Hidden Markov model based sequence analysis, which is
computationally expensive, can aid as a starting point for an exploratory data
analysis process.

5.3 Efficient data processing algorithms
As we are dealing with long duration time series data sets, efficient data processing
algorithms are necessary to enable an interactive user-driven and exploratory data
analysis. In the case of 1D time series data, regular expression based algorithms were
used for data abstraction and pattern search. Advanced regular expression string
search algorithms as presented by Thompson [113] can increase the performance
for millions of time series points.
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While analyzing 2D spatio-temporal eye tracking data, the hierarchical cluster
merging process involves parallel computation across all time windows of a level in
the hierarchy. Using such parallelization techniques enables efficient computation
of symbol sequences from large temporal data sets.

5.4 Future work
During a query-by-sketch based approach for identifying patterns in 1D time series
data, the matching patterns are scale, amplitude and translation invariant. As
a future work, it would be interesting to rank the matches based on different
similarity measures and hence compare the matched results. Also lower bounding
constraints on symbolic approximation which is useful for efficient storage and
retrieval is also an interesting option that can be pursued in the future [12].
In the case of 2D spatio-temporal data analysis, different evaluation techniques
can be studied to compare the results of sequence analysis and identified patterns
with the ground truth data that can be acquired from domain experts. Also,
transformation of long duration eye tracking data into symbolic approximation
opens up further possibilities for analyzing the data with different sequence analysis
methods from text mining, bio-informatics and data mining communities. Addi-
tional information in eye gaze sequences such as underlying context of a eye gaze
point can aid the pattern identification process with contextual information during
sequential data analysis.
The methods developed for analyzing two dimensional eye tracking data sets
opens up the possibilities of extending the ideas to dimensionality reduction
methods dealing with high-dimensional time-series data sets. Methods such as time-
dependent dynamic t-SNE [100] achieves a trade-off between temporal coherence and
projection reliability when reducing the high-dimensional data to lower dimensions.
The spatio-temporal characteristics of the projected data over time can then be
potentially analyzed using the methods developed in this thesis.
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